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Abstract A geometric interpretation of Moreau’s frictionless multi-contact impact law is
presented and extended to the case of reentrant corners. The methods used are
based on the geometry of cones. The main construction of the impact law for the
convex case is done by the unique orthogonal decomposition of the pre-impact
velocity with respect to two orthogonal closed convex cones, one of them approxi-
mating the non-smooth boundary of the admissible domain in some neighborhood
of the point of impact.

1. Introduction

Newton’s classical kinematic impact law provides a way to calculate the post-
impact velocities of two colliding particles. It reverses the sign of the relative
velocity γ at the impact and takes into account dissipation by a coefficient of
restitutionε such thatγ+ = −ε γ−. When this impact law is applied to multi
contact problems, a formulation in terms of inequalities is required, such as done
by Pfeiffer and Glocker (1996). Here we assume in addition that the coefficients
of restitution of the different contacts are all equal to each other. Such an event
is then called aNewtonian impact with global dissipation index,and it agrees
with Moreau’s non-smooth dynamical equations, see e.g. Moreau (1988), when
the latter are evaluated at a single instant of time. We present a geometric
interpretation of this class of impacts which is based on the decomposition of
the pre-impact velocity with respect to a pair of orthogonal convex cones. Most
of these results are already found in Moreau (1988). We have put them together
to find a natural generalization to the non-convex case of re-entrant corners
which is addressed at the end of the paper. The resulting formulation goes far
beyond simple unilaterally constrained motion and includes, for example, the
situation of two rectangular blocks hitting each other at their corners.
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2. Cones and Convexification

In this section some basic definitions, notations and properties of cones used
in non-smooth analysis are put together. These cones characterize sets in the
neighborhood of a chosen point and indicate whether convexification, as the
next step available after linearization, is possible or not. As a standard tool for
inequality systems, these cones will be used throughout the paper. The material
is mainly taken from the books by Aubin and Ekeland (1984) and Rockafellar
(1972), but applied to finite-dimensional manifolds.

Let M be a propern-dimensional Riemannian manifold. We denote the
tangent space toM atq ∈M by TqM, the cotangent space byT ?

q M, and the
duality pairing betweenT ?

q M andTqMby 〈·, ·〉q. The inner product and the
norm onTqM induced by the metric onM is denoted by(·, ·)q and‖ · ‖q, and
the corresponding expressions onT ?

q M by (·, ·)?
q and‖ · ‖?

q , respectively. We
will also need the natural vector bundle isomorphisms[ : TM → T ?M and
] = [−1.

Let D denote the set of admissible points onM which is assumed to be a
closed subset ofM with piecewise smooth boundary∂D. In order to charac-
terize the behavior of∂D in some neighbourhoodU of a pointq ∈ D we adapt
the definitions of the contingent and the tangent cone in Aubin and Ekeland
(1984) to manifolds. We denote thecontingent coneto the setD at the point
q ∈ D by KqD, and thetangent coneby CqD, respectively. Then

u ∈ KqD iff ∃hn ↓ 0, ∃un → u : expq(hnun) ∈ D ∀n,

u ∈ CqD iff ∀qn
D−→ q, ∀hn ↓ 0, ∃un → u : expqn

(hnun) ∈ D ∀n,
(1)

whereqn
D−→ q denotes the convergence ofqn toq inD, and expp : TpM→M,

v → γv(1) is the exponential map ofM at p which determines the point
p̃ = γv(t = 1) onM that is passed att = 1 by a geodesicγv(t) emanating
from pointp = γv(t = 0) with velocity v = γ̇v(t = 0). Note thatγhnun(1)
constitutes a sequence of pointspn converging onγv to p = γv(t = 0) when
un = v is fixed andhn ↓ 0. This ensures the existence of precisely one
geodesic connectingγv(0) andγhnun(1) for sufficiently largen.

Both cones in (1) are closed. The tangent coneCqD is convex, whereas
convexity must not be expected forKqD. One always hasCqD ⊂ KqD ⊂
TqM which is obvious when settingq1 = . . . = qn in (1). D is said to
be tangentially regularat a pointq if KqD = CqD; otherwise we callq a
reentrant corner pointof D. Tangential regularity applies in particular for the
interior points ofD because thenCqD = KqD = TqM, but also for smooth
portions of∂D for which we haveTq∂D = −CqD∩CqD (andCqD = KqD),
and finally for smooth submanifoldsD with CqD = KqD = TqD.



Figure 1. The conesKqD, CqD andC⊥
q D at a pointq ∈ D ⊂M.

Finally let us set up a pair of closed convex cones(CqD, C⊥q D) orthogonal
to each other via the variational inequality

C⊥q D := {v ∈ TqM| (v,u)q ≤ 0 ∀u ∈ CqD}. (2)

For convenience, we denote the elements ofC⊥q D byv⊥ whenv are the corre-
sponding elements ofCqD. One observes thatCqD = TqM⇔ C⊥q D = {0}
and vice versa. IfCqD is a half-space thenC⊥q D degenerates to a ray orthogo-
nal to the boundary ofD atq. If CqD is a subspace ofTqM, thenC⊥q D is the
classical othogonal vector space complement inTqM. According to (2), the
elements of(CqD andC⊥q D) are characterized by the inequality

(v,v⊥)q ≤ 0 ∀v ∈ CqD, ∀v⊥ ∈ C⊥q D. (3)

Figure 1 shows the conesKqD,CqD andC⊥q D for the situations of a tangentially
regular set and a re-entrant corner. More examples on how these cones look
like may be found in (Glocker, 2001)

3. Orthogonal Decompositions

In this section we review briefly the decomposition of a vector with respect to
a pair of orthogonal convex cones and discuss some other related formulations.
The following statement is contained as a special case in Moreau’s Theorem,
see e.g. Rockafellar (1972) for the full version and the proof, and generalizes
the classical orthogonal vector decomposition.

Theorem 3.1. Let U be a finite-dimensional real inner product space, and
(R, R⊥) an orthogonal pair of closed convex cones inU . Anyu ∈ U can then
be decomposed uniquely into a sumu = v + v⊥ such that

v ∈ R, v⊥ ∈ R⊥, (v,v⊥) = 0. (4)



Figure 2. Orthogonal conesR, R⊥ and the orthogonal tangent cone ofR at (·), C⊥
(·)R.

This decomposition is depicted in the left part of Figure 2. Foru /∈ R∪R⊥ one
obtainsv 6= 0,v⊥ 6= 0, whereasv⊥ = 0 orv = 0 as soon asu ∈ R oru ∈ R⊥.
Apparently isv the nearest point tou in the setR, which is usually denoted by
v = proxR(u). The corresponding mapu → proxR(u) is called a proximation
which is, in fact, a projection because prox2

R(u) = proxR(u). In addition, this
projection is orthogonal since(proxR(u), (u − proxR(u))) = 0. Of course,
the same properties apply for the second termv⊥ in the decomposition due to
symmetry, i.e.v⊥ = proxR⊥(u).

Proposition 3.2. Let U , R andR⊥ be defined as in Theorem3.1. Then (4) is
equivalent to any of the two conditions

v ∈ R, v⊥ ∈ C⊥v R, (5a)

v⊥ ∈ R⊥, v ∈ C⊥
v⊥

R⊥, (5b)

whereC⊥v R andC⊥
v⊥

R⊥ denote the cones orthogonal to the tangent cones to
R at v andR⊥ at v⊥, respectively.

The proof may be found in (Glocker, 2001). The coneC⊥v R is depicted in the
right part of Figure 2 for some elementsv ∈ R.

4. The Impact Equations

In this section the impact equations of the system are stated, following the
approach of Ballard (2000). We start with a motion in the interior ofD which
is classically governed by the second order differential equation

[q(t)
D
dtu(t) = f(q(t),u(t)). (6)

Here, D
dtu(t) ∈ Tq(t)M denotes the covariant derivative ofu along the curve

q(t) with velocity q̇(t) = u(t) ∈ Tq(t)M, andf ∈ T ?
q(t)M are the applied



forces. Note thatTq(t)M = Cq(t)D holds in this particular situation, because
q(t) ∈ intD by assumption.

Suppose now thatq(t) from (6) reaches the boundary ofD. In order to
ensure thatq(t) does not leaveD, a discontinuity in the velocityu(t) has to be
permitted. To include such events in the formulation of the dynamics, equation
(6) is rewritten as an equality of measures (Moreau, 1988)

[q(t) Du = f(q(t),u(t)) dt + dR, (7)

whereDu is the covariant differential measure of the velocitiesu(t) which
are now assumed to be of bounded variation, anddR is the percussion force
measure which takes into account the (probably impulsive) reactions.

In order to obtain the impact equations, (7) is integrated over a singleton{t}
which yields

u+(t)− u−(t) = ]q(t) R(t) (8)

with u+(t) andu−(t) the right and the left limit ofu(t), andR(t) the impact
percussion. In accordance with perfect constraints, the most natural cone of
possible reactions and percussions is[q(t) C⊥q(t)D, hence we claim

−]q(t) R(t) ∈ C⊥q(t)D (9)

which incorporates already one part of the impact law: Forq(t) ∈ intD one has
C⊥q(t)D = {0}, henceR(t) = 0andu+(t) = u−(t)by (8), i.e. no impact. Note,
however, that (9) together with (8) is still insufficient to determine uniquely
a post-impact velocityu+(t) or, in other words, to single out one particular
element−]q(t) R(t) from C⊥q(t)D. The missing information will be added in
the next section by means of constitutive equations, called theimpact law.

5. A Geometric Impact Law

We give now a geometric interpretation of Moreau’s impact law (Moreau,
1988) which is a unilateral version of Newton’s classical kinematic impact law,
see Glocker (2001) for a detailed discussion. For brevity, explicit dependence
on timet is suppressed.

With u− being the pre-impact velocity of the system, we propose the fol-
lowing geometric construction of the impact law: According to Theorem 3.1,
perform an orthogonal decomposition ofu− into

u− = v + v⊥ (10)

such that the vectorsv andv⊥ satisfy

v ∈ CqD, v⊥ ∈ C⊥q D, (v,v⊥)q = 0. (11)



Figure 3. The geometry of impacts with global dissipation index.

This decomposition is unique. The termv plays the role of thetangential com-
ponentof u− which remains unchanged by the impact. Thenormal component
v⊥ is “inverted” by the impact rulev× := −εv⊥, whereε is theglobal coeffi-
cient of restitution, a magnitude expressing the global dissipation behaviour of
the impact when chosen between0 and1. The post-impact velocity is then set
to beu+ := v + v× which yields

u+ = v − εv⊥ (0 ≤ ε ≤ 1), (12)

according to the construction shown in Figure 3, see e.g. also Brogliato (1999).
By taking the difference of (12) and (10) the impact percussionR in (8) is
identified as

−]q R = (1 + ε)v⊥ ∈ C⊥q D. (13)

From Figure 4 one recognizes that the impact law is always energetically con-
sistent: The kinetic energyT satisfies2 T+ = ‖u+‖2

q ≤ ‖u−‖2
q = 2 T−,

where equality holds forε = 1 and maximal dissipation is achieved forε = 0.
In terms of a minimization problemv andv⊥ are the nearest points tou−

in the setsCqD andC⊥q D, respectively. The corresponding maps are called
proximationsand are denoted by

v = proxCqD(u−), v⊥ = proxC⊥
q D(u−). (14)

For example, the impact law (10)–(12) might equivalently be stated in terms of
proximations as

u+ = (1 + ε) proxCqD(u−)− εu− (15)



when the first equation in (14) is used. Further, we recognize that the proxima-
tion in (15) becomes the identity wheneveru− ∈ CqD. In this caseu+ ≡ u−,
thus no impact occurs.

6. Extension to Re-entrant Corners

Finally we extend the impact law (10)–(12) to re-entrant corner points. Note
that such a situation cannot be generated by the intersection of smooth simple
unilateral constraints, but occurs in practice when, for example, two rectangular
blocks hit each other at their corners. The generalization of the impact law
is done in two succeeding steps: By virtue of Proposition 3.2 and equations
(4), (5a) we first leave the symmetric formulation (11) and replace it by the
equivalent conditions

v ∈ CqD, v⊥ ∈ C⊥v CqD ⊂ C⊥q D. (16)

In a second step, the convex tangent coneCqD determining the set of admissible
post-impact velocities in the regular case has to be replaced by the (larger non-
convex) contingent coneKqD in order to access the whole space of physically
admissible velocities for re-entrant corner configurations. This yields

v ∈ KqD, v⊥ ∈ C⊥v KqD ⊂ C⊥q D (17)

and is together with (10), (12) already the desired generalization. The geometri-
cal meaning of this impact law is sketched in Figure 4. Note that the orthogonal
decomposition as performed in (11) no longer applies, because convexity of the
two participating cones is required in Theorem 3.1. A representation in terms
of proximal points also fails: Due to the lack of convexity ofKqD one is no
longer able to express (17) as aminimizationproblem. Theextendedstatement
is: Find the stationary points of the function

Φq(v) = 1
2‖v − u−‖2

q + IKqD(v) (18)

whereIN (·) is the indicator of the setN . The solution set of this problem
contains, among others, the proximal points tou− in KqD and is set up by the
zeros of the generalized gradient of (18). These are the values ofv in KqD
which satisfy

0 ∈ ∂̄Φq(v) = [q (v − u−) + ∂̄IKqD(v) = [q (v − u−) + [q C⊥v KqD, (19)

i.e. the impact law (17).
Due to the non-convexity ofKD(q0) one cannot expect the solution set of

(19) to consist of one element only. Non-unique post-impact velocitiesmustbe
allowed to occur for certain configurations, such as those discussed in (Glocker,
2001). An impact law for re-entrant corners was also introduced in Kane et
al. (1999) in the sense that (18) is taken as aminimizationproblem leading,
however, to a reduced set of solutions.



Figure 4. Impact at a re-entrant corner.

7. Conclusion

In this paper a geometric interpretation of two extensions of Newton’s kine-
matic impact law were presented: Moreau’s multi-contact impact law for fric-
tionless unilateral constraints, and a version which is capable of handling even
the reentrant corner problem. Although clearly originating in the collision prob-
lem of rigid bodies under simple unilateral constraints, these methods are useful
for many impact problems in general finite-degree-of-freedom dynamics.
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